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is, further, probable that the King, in sending for the
Leader of the Opposition, should have no consultations
with any other politician. Lord Salisbury, in -1886, gave
the Queen quite different advice; but it ia in fact clear
that any such consultation can only create the impression
that the King is seeking to evade the right of the Oppo-
sition leader to form a Government if he thinks that
desirable. Wherever, on the precedents, there has been
discussion with some person not the recognized party
leader of the Opposition he has, as in the Lansdowne
precedent of 1861, been the Opposition leader in the
House of Lords. So, to take recent cases, the King at
once saw Mr. Ramsay MacDonald on the defeat of Mr.
Baldwin, and his consequential resignation in 1924; and
on Mr. Ramsay MacDonakTs resignation, together with
his Cabinet, in 1931, the King at once saw Mr. Baldwin.
The two coalitions of 1916 and 1931 raise interesting
questions, since, on both occasions, there emerged from
tie royal discussions a Prime Minister who either had
not been, or was no longer, the recognized leader of a
party. In 1916, it is certain that the usual precedents
were observed. On Mr, Asquith's resignation, the King
sent for Mr. Bonar Law, as the Leader of the second
largest party in the House, and offered the Premiership
to Mr. Lloyd George only when Mr. Bonar Law had
refused it and had recommended the course that was
followed. The circumstances of 1931 are exceptional
and merit more detailed consideration; it must, of course,
be added that, in the absence of authoritative documen-
tation, we are largely thrown back on conjecture. We
know that the Labour Government, in consequence of
financial difficulties about the solution for which it could
not agree, authorized the Prime Minister, Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald, to resign on August 23rd. We know,
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